INTRODUCTION
Gold has always been an investment instrument whose popularity is closely linked to economic and political instability. In addition, every well-diversified portfolio will contain gold under some form or another (gold bars, Krugerrands, stock in gold mining companies, gold indexed bonds, gold options, etc.). The value of these instruments is essentially linked to the spot price of gold as set on the major commodity exchanges (London, Zurich, Chicago, Tokyo). The majority of the transactions on these exchanges occur in U.S. dollars and it is probably fair to state that the gold price is determined by investors who use dollars as their base currency. This also means that, at least theoretically, the fate of the U.S. dollar on the foreign exchange market and the gold price are closely linked. Any investor who manages his portfolio with a non-U.S, dollar base currency, therefore, has to take into account this linkage between the dollar and the gold price. In this article we empirically investigate the relationship between the strength of the dollar and the gold price. The implications for (non-U.S. dollar denominated) portfolio management are studied. Special attention is given to the gold options market which recently opened up additional investment opportunities.
THE GOLD PRICE AND THE STRENGTH OF THE DOLLAR
Since the price of gold on the world market is set in U.S. dollars, its fate has been linked closely to the strength of the dollar on the foreign exchange market. It is usually argued that high U.S. dollar interest rates account for * Barr Rosenberg and Associates, Berkeley, California. ** Eindhoven University of Technology, DePartment of Industrial Engineering and Management Science, Eindhoven, Holland. a strong dollar as investors bid up the dollar exchange rate to take advantage of much higher interest rates. At the same time, however, gold becomes less interesting as an alternative investment instrument since it has a zero yield. Following this argument a strong negative correlation should be observed between the return on gold and the strength of the dollar. 1 Table 1 does indeed show that the return on gold (in $) has on average a negative correlation of about -.40 with the U.S. dollar expressed in Belgian francs (BF) or Dutch guilders (FL). Foreign exchange losses therefore will alternate with all the gains a (non-dollar denominated) investor makes on gold investments (and vice versa). The effect is quite strong and persisted almost constantly from 1975 through 1981.
Given this strong negative correlation one would however also expect gold prices expressed in local currency (for instance Belgian francs or Dutch guilders) to behave more smoothly than gold prices expressed in U.S. dollars. Indeed any extreme up or down movement would be compensated by an opposite move in the exchange rate. It is therefore expected that the gold return distribution will read differently depending on the currency in which it is expressed. Note: ***: significantly different from 0 at 99% level. ** : significantly different from 0 at 95% level.
1 The data for this study consisted of the Friday closing gold price as quoted on the International Money Market at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange. Exchange rates of the U.S. dollar versus the Belgian franc and the Dutch guilder were provided by the Kredietbank and the Amrobank respectively. Our sample covers the period 1/1/75 through 12/31/81. standard normal. It is immediately obvious that both the gold return distribution in FL and BF approached the normal more closely than the gold returns in dollars. It may therefore be concluded that the exchange rate component imbedded in the gold return distribution in non-dollar currency contributes to a more 'normal' behaviour. Along the same lines it would also be expected that the variance of the return distribution in FL and BF would be different from the variance of the dollar denominated distribution. Table 3 compares the variances over time. The differences in the variances are statistically different at the 99% level. In addition, on average for any given year the variance of the return in BF or FL is 10% less than the variance of the return in dollars. Gold investments in BF or FL therefore tend to be less risky than gold investments in dollars. A foreign investor who buys gold in his local currency implicitly assumes an exchange risk since the price of gold is determined in U.S. dollars. However, the increased risk he implicitly assumes is more than compensated by the negative correlation between the dollar gold price and the exchange rate. His overall risk exposure is therefore smaller than that of an investor who uses the dollar as his base currency. In addition, at least historically, the gold price in foreign currency has behaved more 'normally' than the dollar gold price. In the next paragraph we briefly look into the problem of market efficiency.
EFFICIENCY OF THE GOLD MARKET
The efficiency of the gold market was studied in detail by Solt and Swanson (1981) . They did not find any evidence that investors, before or after transaction costs, could profitably exploit serial dependence in the return distributions. Hence, if the dollar gold return distribution passes the weak form test, we would expect the BF and FL denominated distributions to pass the test as well unless the foreign-exchange market component introduces a pattern on which can be traded. Inspection of table 4 however confirms the hypothesis that all the return distributions essentially exhibit zero autocorrelation. There is therefore no evidence that a simple trading strategy based on autocorrelation in the return process may yield extraordinary returns. Note: **significantly different from 0 at 95% level.
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE GOLD OPTIONS MARKET
The European Options Exchange in Amsterdam started trading in listed options on gold on April 2, 1981. Both puts and calls are traded, and each contract covers 10 troy ounces of gold. The option prices are quoted in U.S. dollars and decimals per troy ounce. Following the traditional standardization procedures, the options expire at 2:00 p.m. (local time) on the third Friday of the expiration month (February, May, August, November). The striking prices are usually set at $25 intervals and the possibility to exercise is guaranteed by the European Gold Options Clearing Corporation. Transaction costs amount to $10 per contract (round-trip) for orders of more than 10 contracts. If fewer than 10 contracts are traded, the round-trip cost may increase to $13 per contract. The price of the gold option is directly determined by the spot price for gold (where the London fixing is used as the point of reference). Black and Scholes (1973) developed a seminal call option pricing formula under the assumption that the return distribution of the underlying asset follows an lognormal distribution. On the other hand no closed form solutions for the pricing of American puts are available. In general, however, the value of a call (put) will increase (decrease) with the price of the underlying asset. Since both the puts and calls are priced in U.S. dollars, an investor who used the FL or BF as a base currency will have to take into account the negative correlation between gold prices and the dollar exchange rate in evaluating his positions.
Specifically one would expect the return on a call in BF to be less than the return in dollars. The dollar call price increases with the price of gold but at the same time the dollar will tend to weaken on the foreign exchange market. Alternatively one expects the return on a put in FL to exceed the return in dollars since the dollar value of the put decreases with an increase in the gold price. The same line of reasoning can be applied to the riskiness of the option return depending on the currency in which it is expressed. Following the same argument the variance of the call return in BF or FL should be less than the variance in dollars. Similarly, the put expressed in BF or FL will be more risky than the put in dollars.
These hypotheses are tested in table 52 where the mean weekly returns and their standard deviations were computed for all options quoted on the European Option Exchange during the period 4/2/81 through 12/31/81. Since on average the gold price declined during this period it is not surprising that puts yielded positive returns whereas calls lost money. In general one can readily infer that indeed calls (puts) denominated in FL or BF had a lower (higher) return than their dollar denominated counterpart. Similarly, the corresponding standard deviation tended to be lower (higher). Table 5 convincingly shows that a put investor who does not use the dollar as his base currency incurs a greater risk (and a corresponding higher return potential) than his counterpart who has a dollar base. Alternatively a call investor will have a lower risk exposure (and lower return potential).
CONCLUSION
Although gold maintains its attractiveness as a 'safe' investment in periods of international turmoil, a potential buyer should seriously consider its return potential before committing himself. It turns out that the base currency he uses is a nonnegligible decision variable. Indeed, the gold price has historically been showfi to vary inversely with the strength of the dollar on the foreign exchange market. In this article we investigate how this affects an investor whose base currency is the Belgian franc or the Dutch guilder. We show that the return distribution for gold in BF or FL behaves less erratically and conforms closer to the normal distribution than the dollar returns. Somewhat surprisingly, a BF or FL investor also incurs less risk when investing in gold than his dollar counterpart. Given that the recently established gold options market opens new opportunities for investors to take levered positions in gold we also briefly looked into the implications of the negative correlation for option investors. It turns out that a BF or FL call investor will incur less risk (and has a lower return potential) than the corresponding dollar call investor. The reverse, however, is true for the puts.
Every BF or FL investor implicitly takes a foreign exchange position when he invests in gold. This article makes explicit the extent to which this additional foreign exchange risk should influence his decision process. It turns out that by ignoring this implicit exposure, the investor can seriously misjudge the total risk he takes on.
SUMMING UP
Empirical evidence is given that the gold price has historically varied inversely with" the strength of the U.S. dollar. The implication for the investor whose base currency is not the dollar, i.e. the Belgian franc or Dutch guilder, is that he incurs less risk when investing in gold than his dollar counterpart. For the recently established gold options market, the negative correlation between the return on gold and the strength of the dollar implies that a BF or FL call investor will incur less risk (and a lower return potential) than the corresponding dollar call investor. The reverse also holds for the put investor. This article makes explicit the extent to which the additional foreign exchange risk should influence the decision to invest in gold (-options).
